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Read’s method of counting the number of undirected labeled graphs with a 
prescribed valency at each labeled node implies that the number of different 
graphs with a given degree sequence (dl , d2 , d, . . . d,) is equal to the number 
of generalized Young tableaux of a certain shape filled with objects of specifica- 
tion (dl , d2 , d, . . d,). There are in fact four such results which are applicable 
to graphs with or without loops and with or without multiple edges. This paper 
contains four one-one correspondences between the four types of graph and 
generalized Young tableaux having four different shapes. The correspondences 
can be considered as combinatorial proofs of four identities of Littlewood. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The enumeration of four types of undirected labeled graphs with a 
prescribed valency ci at node i where i = l(1) n has been shown by Read 
[4,5] to be accomplished by expanding the product of homogeneous 
product sums hclhczhC3 **a /I,~ in terms of S-functions, and by summing the 
coefficients of S-functtons that correspond to four types of partitions which 
appear in the expansion. On the other hand the coefficient of an S-function 
{X} in this expansion is known to be [3] the number of generalized Young 
tableaux of shape {h} filled with c1 I’s, c2 2’s, c, 3’s ... c&s. 
This paper establishes four one-one correspondences between the four 
types of labeled graphs with prescribed valencies and generalized Young 
tableaux having four types of shape. The correspondences are based upon 
Knuth’s correspondence between tableaux and symmetric matrices whose 
elements are non-negative integers, and other similar correspondences. 
The four correspondences can be considered as constructive proofs of four 
identities due to Littlewood [3, p. 2381. A fifth identity is also proved 
combinatorially. 
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A “generalized Young tableau” of shape (pl , p2 , p3 **- p,,), 
P13P, 3P3 *** >pp, > 1 
is formed by replacing the nodes of the Ferrer’s graph of the partition 
h,P2,P3 ... pm) by positive integers. The numbers in each row must be 
in non-decreasing order from left to right, and the numbers in each 
column must be in strictly increasing order from top to bottom. 
The diagonal of nodes in a Ferrer’s graph beginning at the top left-hand 
corner is called its “leading diagonal.” The number of nodes in the leading 
diagonal is called the “rank” of a partition. A partition may be expressed 
in Frobenius notation by counting the number of nodes, ai , to the right 
of the Ieading diagonal in the ith row, and the number of nodes, bi, 
below the leading diagonal in the ith column. A partition is then denoted 
by 
t 
ala2 ... a, 
b,b, ... b, 1 ’ 
where a, > a2 > ... > a, and b, > b, > *.. > b, and a, + a2 + ... + 
a, + b, + b, + a.* + b,, + r = n, and r is the rank of the partition. The 
total number of nodes in the partition is called its “weight.” The conjugate 
partition is obtained by interchanging the two lines, and a self-conjugate 
partition is one in which ai = bi for 1 < i < Y. 
An S-function, discussed in detail in Littlewood [3], depends on a 
partition (pr , pz ,..., pn) and a set of variables x1 , xZ , xs ... x,, . The S- 
function of the partition (pl ,pz ,..., p,) is a generating function for 
generalized Young tableaux of shape (pl , p2 ,..., p,) in the following sense. 
If 
then KDa is the number of generalized Young tableaux of shape (pl pz *** pn) 
that can be formed from q1 l’s, qa 2’s ... qm m’s. For instance, the S- 
function (31:. can be expressed as 
(311 = c X13.Y2 + c X12.G2 + 2 c X12.Y& + 3 c x,x,x,x, . 
The corresponding tableaux are: 
111 112 112 113 123 124 134 
2 2 3 2 4 3 2 
There are two special families of S-functions corresponding to Ferrer’s 
graphs with a single row of length n, h, = {n>, which is called the “homo- 
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geneous product sum,” and with a single column of length n, a, = {I”}, 
called the “elementary symmetric functions,” 
Littlewood has shown that the product {pr , pz ,p3 ...pn} x h, can be 
expressed in terms of S-functions by a simple method. The S-functions 
which appear in the expansion of the product are those which correspond 
to the Young tableaux which can be built by adding r identical symbols to 
the Ferrer’s graph of (p, , pz , p3 . ..pn) with no two identical symbols in 
the same column. For instance 
(21) x h, = (41) + (32) + (317 + {221} 
* ‘XX “X “X ** 
. ‘X * ‘X 
X X 
it follows that when the product hClhClhC3 0.. hem is expanded in terms of 
S-functions the coefficient of {pIp2 ... pm) is the number of generalized 
Young tableaux of shape {pIp2 *.. pn) which can be constructed from 
crl’s, c,2’s ,..., c,m’s. 
Knuth [2] has introduced another method of constructing tableaux 
which is based upon an algorithm that inserts items one at a time into a 
tableau. He has used this algorithm to establish one-one correspondences 
which provide constructive proofs of three identities due to Littlewood, 
namely: 
Hi (1 - Xi) ;i<j (1 - xixj) = 1 + c (Pi xl -.- 
where the summation is over all partitions p and p is the conjugate of p. 
It is the purpose of this paper to provide constructive proofs of 
the following five Littlewood identities by using techniques similar to 
Knuth’s. Read has shown that the first four may be interpreted as gener- 
ating functions for labeled graphs. 
Graphs without loops: 
1 
rIi<j (1 - xi4 
= 1 + C{B> ... 
where /3 is summed for all partitions having an even number of parts of 
any given magnitude, e.g., 
1 + (12) + (22) + {14} + {2212) + {32) + {16) + *** . 
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Read has shown [4] that the expansion may also be expressed as 
1 + C h,[aJ in which /z,[cJJ is a “wreath product” and enumerates the 
combinations (with repetition) of n pairs of distinct elements drawn from 
the variables xi . If the xi are interpreted as labels then h&z,] enumerates 
labeled graphs with n edges and no loops. 
Graphs with loops and multiple edges: 
JJi (1 - xi”) Ai<j (1 - &Xi) =l + c @) *.- (5) 
where 6 is summed for all partitions into even parts only, e.g., 
1 + (2) + (4) + {22} + (6) + (42) + {23} + *** = 1 + f h,[h,l. 
Vl=l 
In this case h,[h,] enumerates the combinations with repetition of n pairs 
of equal or unequal elements-in other words, graphs with n edges with 
loops and multiple edges allowed. 
Graphs without loops or multiple edges: 
where {CL} is summed one all partitions which can be expressed in Frobenius 
notation as follows: 
(a y 1)’ f a b a+1 bfl 1’ (a y 1 b f 1 c i 1)’ etc* 
The first few terms of the expansion are 
1 + (1’) + {212} + {313} + {23} + (414} + {3221} + *-* = I + 1 a,[a,] 
where a&,] enumerates combinations without repetition of n pairs of 
distinct elements-in other words, graphs with neither loops nor multiple 
edges. 
Graphs without multiple edges: 
(7) 
where {y) is summed over all partitions which can be expressed in 
Frobenius notation in the form 
( 
a+1 b+l 
a b ), 
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The first few terms of the expansion are 
1 + (2) + (31) + {412) + (37 + {513} + (431) + **. = 1 + c a&,]. 
a,[h,] enumerates the combinations without repetition of IZ pairs whose 
elements may be equal or unequal-in other words, graphs without 
multiple edges and at most one loop for each node. 
Self-conjugate S-functions: 
JJ (1 - Xi) JJ (1 - XiXj) = I + C (-1)(p+r)‘2{E) ..* (8) 
i id 
in which 6 is summed over all self-conjugate partitions, p is the weight of 
the S-function, and r is the rank of its partition. This identity also expresses 
a relationship between graphs and tableaux which will be given a com- 
binatorial proof. 
2. GRAPHS WITHOUT LOOPS 
The first correspondence is Knuth’s correspondence between symmetric 
matrices of non-negative integers with column sums (c,c,c, -*T c,) and 
tableaux of any shape filled with cr l’s, c2 2’s, cg 3’s *.= c, n’s. In this 
correspondence the trace of the matrix is the number of odd length 
columns of the corresponding tableau. The correspondence provides a 
constructive proof of Littlewood’s identity 3 as is shown by Stanley 
[6, p. 1771. A graph without loops corresponds to a symmetric non- 
negative integer matrix whose diagonal elements are all zero. Therefore, 
a graph without loops corresponds to a tableau whose columns are all of 
even length. It follows, as was pointed out by Stanley [6], that Knuth’s 
correspondence, when specialized to matrices with zero diagonal elements, 
provides a correspondence between graphs and tableaux which is a 
constructive proof of Littlewood’s identity [4]. The correspondence will 
be briefly described because the other correspondences which will be 
introduced are closely related to it. For further details see Knuth’s 
paper [21. 
The correspondence depends on an algorithm called “INSERT,” which 
adds an element to a tableau to produce a new tableau. This algorithm 
operates on a two-line array representation of the matrix in which the 
pairs are in non-decreasing lexicographic order. 
A new element is inserted into a tableau by comparing it with the 
numbers in the first row and displacing the first larger found when reading 
from left to right. If there is no larger, the entering item is added to the 
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end of the row. If an item is displaced or “bumped,” it is inserted into the 
second and subsequent rows of the tableaux in the same way. Knuth 
proves that the result of inserting a new integer into a tableau is a proper 
generalized Young tableau. 
The insertion algorithm also defines a position (3, t) at which the original 
tableaux has been extended. The insertion steps can be reversed. Given a 
tableaux and a position (s, t) at its periphery (i.e., with no element below 
it or to its right), there is a deleting algorithm “DELETE” which recovers 
the entering element and the original tableau. The deleting algorithm 
removes the element in position (s, t) and uses it to bump the first smaller 
in the row above reading from right to left. This bumped element is used 
in the same way in the rows above it until an element is bumped from the 
first row. There is an important property relating the two positions (s, t) 
and (s’, t’) which are determined by inserting x’ immediately after inserting 
x. This is called Theorem 1 by Knuth and is to the effect that 
x < x’ if and only ifs > s’ 
if and only if t’ > t. 
In other words, if x d x’ and x’ is inserted immediately after x, then the 
position grown by x’ lies to the North East or East of that grown by x. 
This theorem is used to prove that there is a correspondence between 
two line arrays of positive integers 
t 
ll~U$.lQ ... 24, 
VlV2V3 ... v, 1 
where the pairs are arranged in non-decreasing lexicographic order, and 
ordered pairs (P, Q) of generalized Young tableaux of the same shape. 
The tableau P is filled with vr , v2 ,..., v, and tableau Q is filled with 
ill ) I& ) 243 ... 11, . The P tableau is produced by using the INSERT algo- 
rithm on v1 , v2 , z13 ... v, in that order. The Q tableau is formed by placing 
uk in position (sk , fk) of Q determined by inserting vk into the current P 
tableau. 
The method for producing the two-line array from a pair of tableaux 
(P, Q) of the same shape is to choose the copy of the largest element of Q 
which lies in the column of greatest index and remove it leaving Q’, to 
provide uk. Then delete the element of P in the same position using 
DELETE to provide vk and P’. The two remaining tableaux P’ and (2’ are 
the same shape and the algorithm is repeated on (P’, Q’) to produce 
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By Theorem 1 the resulting pairs are in lexicographic order. This cor- 
respondence provides a combinatorial proof of identity 1. 
It is next shown that if a non-negative integer matrix corresponds to 
the pair (P, Q) then the transposed matrix corresponds to (Q, P). It 
follows that a symmetric matrix corresponds to a pair (P, P) and hence 
to a single tableaux. 
It is further proved (by considering a digraph whose nodes are labeled 
with the pairs (uk , vk) and in which there is an arc from (u, v) to (u’, 0’) if 
and only if u < U’ and ZJ < u’) that the trace of the matrix is the number 
of odd columns of the tableau. 
As an example of the further specialization of this correspondence to 
graphs without loops the three tableaux, two-line arrays, symmetric 
matrices and graphs are given in Figure 1. The graphs are all those without 
loops such that node 1 has valency 3, nodes 2 and 3 have valency 2, and 
node 4 has valency 1. 
,,,3h;h,=....2{4'}+ {3'12} + 
11122334 11122334 11122334 
22311143 23314112 23413121 
,=2 l-2 l-2 
I I I IX 
3-4 3 4 3 4 
FIG. 1. Graphs without loops and tableaux with even length columns. 
We can derive the same correspondence by using another algorithm 
which is only applicable to symmetric matrices with zero diagonal elements 
and which by construction produces ~lze tableau with even length columns. 
The other three correspondences use a similar type of algorithm. 
This algorithm operates on a different type of two-line array 
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in which each pair (uk , k v ) is an edge of the graph. The two-line array is 
arranged so that uk > vk and the pairs are placed in non-decreasing 
lexicographic order. The three graphs in Figure 1 are now represented by 
the three two-line arrays given below. 
The algorithm, called “INSERT 1,” creates a single tableau with even 
length columns from such a two-line array as follows. Each step adds the 
next pair (uk, vk) to the same tableau. First, vk is inserted using the 
INSERT algorithm and determining a position (sk , tk) at which the 
original tableau is extended. Then uk is placed in position (sk + 1, tk), i.e., 
immediately below the position at which the tableau was extended by 
inserting uk . 
THEOREM. Successive applications of INSERT 1 to a two-line array 
with uk > vk and with its pairs in non-decreasing lexicographic order 
produces a proper tableau with all columns of even length. 
ProoJ By construction each addition of a pair produces a shape with 
all columns of even length. We have to show that it is a proper tableau. 
An insertion step produces a proper tableau and an element is placed in a 
tableau which contains elements which are all less than or equal to it. 
Therefore, there is a non-descending order in rows and columns. We have 
to show that each column contains distinct elements. This will be done by 
proving that when an element is placed in the tableau it is placed in a 
column whose index is greater than that of all the columns containing 
elements equal to it. 
The first u in a segment of equal U’S is greater than all elements in the 
tableau into which it is placed and therefore a proper tableau is produced 
when it is placed. 
Consider the insertion of two adjacent pairs (Us , vk) and (u~+~ , vk+,) 
where uk = uk+r . The steps performed are: 
1. INSERT vk determining (sk , tk). 
2. PLACE uk in (sk + 1, tk). 
3. INSERT vlifl determining (s~+~ , tk+,). 
4. PLACE ~k+~ in (skfl + 1, tk+d. 
The pairs are in lexicographic order, therefore, vlc < vlc+i . If v~+~ were 
to be inserted immediately after inserting vk then, by Theorem 1, Sk 3 &+I 
and tk < tic+1 . It follows that uk , placed in position (sk + 1, rk), is not 
displaced when vktl is inserted. The two equal elements uk and &+l are 
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placed in positions (s k+l, fk) and (s~+~ $1, fk+J where tk < tk+l and so 
are placed in different columns of the tableau. The element ut+i is placed 
in a column with a greater index than any other element equal to u~+~ .
The algorithm INSERT 1 has an inverse called “DELETE 1.” The copy 
of the largest element in the tableau in the column with the greatest index 
is removed to form uk . Then the element in the position above it is deleted 
using the DELETE algorithm to produce the corresponding uk . The 
element above uk is smaller than it and so must be the element removed by 
deleting it using DELETE. Therefore uk > ulC . Theorem 1 may be used to 
prove that the two-line array produced by successive applications of 
DELETE 1 is in lexicographic order. 
It can be shown that this correspondence and Knuth’s correspondence 
specialized to even columned tableau are identical by considering an 
alternative method of producing Knuth’s type of two-line array from a 
pair of equal tableaux with all columns of even length. In this case the 
same pair (uk , uk) is produced from a pair of tableaux (P, P) as is produced 
by applying DELETE 1 to P because uk must displace the element imme- 
diately above it. If the roles of the two resulting tableaux are now reversed 
the next deletion step will produce (& , k u ) and leave two equal tableaux 
(P’, P’) where P’ is the result of applying DELETE I to P. This algorithm 
produces the same pairs as Knuth’s deleting algorithm in a different order. 
The pair of tableaux 
1 1 1 3 1113 
2234 2234 
will produce the two-line array arranged as follows 
i 12 12 13 21 21 31 34 1 43
using this modification of the deleting algorithm. 
3. GRAPHS WITH LOOPS AND MULTIPLE EDGES 
There is a second correspondence between symmetric matrices and 
tableaux of any shape which follows directly from theorems of Knuth. 
This correspondence uses another algorithm due to Knuth called 
“INSERT*” which differs from INSERT by bumping the first number 
which is greater than or equal to the entering item. Successive insertions 
using INSERT* produces a “dual tableau” in which there is a strictly 
ascending order in the rows and a non-descending order in the columns. 
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In other words, a dual tableau is a generalized Young tableau which has 
been transposed about its diagonal. Given a dual tableau and a position 
(s, t) there is an algorithm called DELETE* which is the inverse of 
INSERT*. 
The INSERT* algorithm was used by Knuth to establish a correspon- 
dence between zero-one matrices and pairs of tableaux of the same shape, 
one a regular tableau and the other a dual tableau. This correspondence 
provides a combinatorial proof of identity 2. It can also be used to provide 
alternative proofs of identities 1 and 3 as follows. The two-line array 
i 
LllL& ... Ll, 
VIVA ... v, ) 
which is used in this case is arranged so that the u’s are in non-descending 
order and the v’s which lie below equal u’s are in non-ascending order. 
Therefore in the two-line array uk < uktl and uk = &+r implies ok 3 v~+~ . 
The v’s are inserted producing a dual tableau P. Each time a vk is inserted, 
defining a position (sk , tk), a uk is placed into position (Sk , tk) of a second 
tableau Q. It can be shown that Q is also a dual tableau by using 
Theorem I* of Knuth which relates the positions grown by successive 
insertions using INSERT*. If x determines (s, t) and x’ determines (s’, t’) 
then 
x < x’ if and only ifs > s’ 
if and only if t’ > t. 
It follows that uk = ukfl implies ak > c[~+~ implies sk < s~+~ and so no 
two equal u’s are placed in the same row of Q. 
By arguments parallel to Knuth’s it can be shown that if in this cor- 
respondence a matrix corresponds to an ordered pair of dual tableaux 
(P, Q) then its transpose corresponds to (Q, P). The argument uses an 
inversion digraph in which an arc passes from (u, v) to (u’, u’) if and only if 
u < u’ and v < v’. A symmetric matrix corresponds to a pair (P, P) of 
equal dual tableaux and it can be shown that under this correspondence 
the number of odd columns of the dual tableau is equal to the number of 
odd diagonal elements of the matrix. The graphs with loops and multiple 
edges can be represented by symmetric matrices whose diagonal elements 
are all even. It follows that under this second correspondence the graphs 
correspond to dual tableaux with even length columns or to regular 
tableaux with even length rows. 
The identity of Littlewood which is relevant here is 
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where (6) is summed for all partitions into even parts only. The only S- 
functions corresponding to partitions into even parts in the expansion of 
h,h,2hl are (8) + 5(6 2) + 2{42} + 3{4 22}, which implies there are eleven 
labeled graphs with loops and multiple edges permitted, in which node 1 
has valency 3, nodes 2 and 3 have valency 2, and node 4 has valency 1. The 
correspondence between the eleven graphs and eleven dual tableaux with 
even length columns is given in Figure 2. 
We can derive a more direct algorithm called “INSERT 2” for trans- 
forming symmetric non-negative integer matrices with even diagonal 
elements to a single dual tableau with even columns. This algorithm 
operates on a two-line array representation of the graph in which each 
pair (uk , ux) is an edge of the graph and uk > vk and with the u‘s arranged 
in non-descending order but with the v’s under equal u’s placed in non- 
ascending order. This algorithm produces a dual tableau with even length 
columns. It is the same as INSERT 1 except that INSERT* is used instead 
of INSERT. First vk is inserted using INSERT* and defining a position 
(a , tk). Then uk is placed in position (sk + 1, tk). The proof that a proper 
dual tableau results depends on Theorem I*. 
THEOREM. Successive applications of INSERT 2 to a two-line array with 
uk >, ok, uk < uk+l and if uk = uk+l then vk 3 v&l , produces a dual 
tableau with all columns of even length. 
Proof. If uk is the first element in a Segment of eqUd u’s, then it iS 
greater than all elements in the tableau in which it is placed except possibly 
Vk . If uk = ok , then ok is greater than all elements of the tableau in which 
it is inserted and is placed at the end of the first row by INSERT*. Then 
uk is placed below it, producing a proper dual tableau. 
We next consider the sequence of steps: 
1. INSERT* Vk determining (SIC , tk), 
2. PLACE uk in (Sk + 1, tk), 
3. INSERT* U~+~ determining (s~+~, tk+l), 
4. PLACE uk+l in bk+l + l, tk+l)2 
in which tik = &+I . This implies vk > &+r and Theorem 1 * implies that, 
if step 2 were to be omitted, then Sk < Sk+1 and tk > tlc+l . If (&+r , tkfl) Z 
(sk + I, tk), then placing uk in step 2 has no effect on the position at 
which the tableau is grown and nk and r&f1 are placed in (Sk + 1, t,) and 
@k+l + 1, tk+l) where Sk ( sk+l . If (Sk+1 , tk+b = (Sk + 1, tk)p then uk is 
displaced when uk+l is inserted and, because it is greater than or equal to 
any element in the tableau and is the copy of uk with maximum s, it is 
displaced to the end of the next row. Then u~+~ is placed below it, thus 
FIG. 2. Unrestricted graphs and dual tableaux with even length 
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occupying a different row and becoming the new copy of uk with maximum 
s. In all cases ukfl is placed in a row greater than any row occupied by an 
element equal to it. 
The reverse operation DELETE 2 selects the copy of the largest element 
in the tableau which has maximum s, removes it to form uk and then 
deletes the element immediately above it using DELETE* to produce uk . 
Since uk is greater than or equal to the element above it, uk > uk and from 
Theorem I * uk >, u~,+~ and U~+~ implies vk > ok+1 . Again by a similar 
argument to that used in Section 2 the algorithms INSERT 2 and 
DELETE 2 can be shown to express the same correspondence as that 
illustrated in Figure 2. 
4. GRAPHS WITHOUT LOOPS OR MULTIPLE EDGES 
In this case the graphs correspond to zero-one symmetric matrices 
with zero diagonal elements and the relevant Littlewood identity is 
identity 6. 
Again identity 6 can be proved by exhibiting a one-one correspondence 
between zero-one symmetric matrices with zero diagonal elements and 
column sums (cl , c2 , cQ ..* c,) and generalized Young tableaux of shape 01 
filled with objects of specification (cl , c2 , ca ..a c,). 
There is a diagonal line to the left of and below the nodes on the leading 
diagonal which divides a tableau of shape 01 into two equal triangular 
pieces. 
Each position of a tableau of shape 01 corresponds to another position 
in the same place in the other triangular region. The position which 
corresponds to (s, t) will be called the “opposite” of (s, t) and is defined 
to be (t + 1, s) ifs ,( t; otherwise it is (I, s - 1). 
The algorithm INSERT 3 for creating a tableau of shape(a)f a graph 
having no loops or multiple edges operates on a two-line array 
in which each pair (uk , v k ) is an edge of the graph and ulc > v,< . The array 
is arranged so that ulz < ZI,~+~ and if uk = 1.4~~~ then vk > v~+~ . 
The algorithm first inserts vk using INSERT and determining (sk , tie> 
and then uk is placed in the opposite position to (sk , tk), Each addition of 
a pair transforms a tableau of shape {a} to another of shape {a>. We have 
to show that there is an ascending order in the columns and a non-descen- 
ding order in the rows. 
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Proof. If uk is the first in a segment of equal u’s then it is greater than 
all elements in the tableau and therefore greater than any element in the 
column or row in which it is placed. 
Consider the steps in the addition of two adjacent pairs (uk , vlJ and 
(Uk+l 2 v~+~) where Us = ukil : 
1. INSERT vk determining (sI; , tlz). 
2. PLACE Us in the opposite position to (sk , fk). 
3. INSERT v~+~ determining (s~+~ , fk+l). 
4. PLACE u~-+~ in the opposite position to (slc+i , tli+r). 
If step 2 is omitted then by Theorem 1 vk > Q.+~ implies sk < s~+~ and 
tk+l < tk . If the insertion of vI;+r does not bump zllc then there are three 
cases : 
1. (s.<t. s <t ) h 1 h, k-t1 \ k+l 
uk placed in (tk + 1, Sk), h+l p laced in (fkfl + 1, sk+l), 
2. (Sk > tk, Sk+1 > tk+l ) 
uk placed in (tk , sk - I), uk+r placed in (tk+l , sk+l - I), 
3. @k < lk , Sk+1 > tk+l) 
21~ placed in (tk + 1, sk), &+l placed in (tk+l , s~+~ - I), 
where & < sk+l . 
The only case in which uk and ukfl could possibly be placed in the same 
column is when sk = sk+r - 1 in the third case, and the two bumped 
positions lie on opposite sides of the diagonal. In this case, however, 
consideration of the shape {OJ} shows that (Sk, tk) must take the form 
(Sk , Sk) and (S k+l ) tk+r) takes the form (Sk + 1, Sk), the opposite of (Sk ) Sk), 
and so uk in (sk + 1, Sk) is bumped when vk+r is inserted. If uk is bumped 
when uk+l is inserted, then sk < t, and s~+~ > tk+, and (b, + I, sk) = 
(sk+l > lk+l ). The uk is in the column with the greatest index among all 
elements equal to uk and will be displaced to the end of the next row and 
occupy position (tk + 2, sk’) below the diagonal where sB’ < sk. The element 
u~+~ is placed in its opposite position (Sk’, tl, + 1) where tk + 1 > Sk >, Sk’ 
. . 
and m this case u~+~ is the copy of uk in the colunm with greatest index. 
The reverse operation DELETE 3 produces a tableau of shape {a} and a 
pair (uk , VJ from a tableau of shape {a} by selecting the copy of the largest 
item in the tableau in the column with greatest index as uk and then 
deleting the element in the opposite position using DELETE. 
Figure 3 gives an example of this third correspondence. The expansion 
of h,3h,2 has seven S-functions of shape {ol}, namely, (4 14} + 6{3 22 I}. 
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FIG. 3. Graphs without loops or multiple edges and tableaux of shape {a}. 
5. GRAPHS WITHOUT MULTIPLE EDGES 
En this case a double loop counts as a multipIe edge and is prohibited. 
The graphs without multiple edges correspond to symmetric matrices 
with 0 or 1 as off diagonal elements and 0 or 2 as diagonal elements. The 
Littlewood identity which is relevant here is 
ly (1 + Xi”) G (1 + Xi%) = 1 + c {rlv 
tihere (~1 is summed over all partitions which are conjugate partitions 
of {cx}. A transposed tableau of shape (y} is a dual tableau of shape (a}. In 
this case the algorithm operates on a two-line array which is arranged in 
lexicographic order with uk > vk and if uk = u~+~ then v, < v~+~ . The 
algorithm INSERT 4 is the same as INSERT 3 except that INSERT* is 
used instead of INSERT to produce a dual tableau of shape {a}. Again 
the dual tableau produced has shape {a} by construction and a dual 
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FIG. 4. Graphs without multiple edges and dual tableaux of shape 0~. 
tableau is produced by the insertion step. When an element is placed in 
the tableau it is greater than or equal to all elements in the tableau. It can 
be shown that when an item is placed in a dual tableau it is placed in a row 
whose index is greater than any equal item by using Theorem l*. The 
algorithm for deleting DELETE 4 chooses the copy of the greatest element 
in the row with the greatest index as uk and deletes the element in the 
opposite position using DELETE* to obtain vk . An example of this fourth 
correspondence is given in Figure 4. The only S-functions in the expansion 
of h,h,%, which have shape y are (5 13} and 5{4 3 l}. 
6. A FIFTH IDENTITY 
A fifth identity is given on page 238 of Littlewood, namely, 
n. (1 - Xi) n (1 - XiXJ = I + 1 (-l)(p+r)/Z (El, 
z id 
where E is summed over all self-conjugate partitions, p is the weight of 
the S-function, and r is the rank of the partition. 
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This identity can also be proved combinatorially by using the correspon- 
dence applicable to graphs without loops or multiple edges. 
The left-hand side of the identity enumerates signed 0 - 1 symmetric 
matrices with column sums (d, , dz, d3 ,..., d,). A matrix will be called 
“odd” if the number of l’s on and above its diagonal is odd and “even” 
otherwise. The coefficient of nyE1 x:i in the left-hand side is the difference 
between the number of even and odd matrices with column sums (dl , d2, 
d 3 ,..., dn), 
A 0 - 1 symmetric matrix with column sums (4, d, , d3 ,..., d,) is in 
correspondence with a graph without loops or multiple edges having 
n + 1 nodes. Node i has degree di(l < i < n) and the n + Ith node, 
which will be called the “root,” has an unspecified degree. The degree of 
the root node is the trace of the corresponding matrix and the number of 
edges of the graph is the number of I’s on or above the diagonal. A graph 
will be called odd or even if it has an odd or even number of edges. 
The right-hand side of the identity describes generalized Young tableaux 
whose shapes are self-conjugate partitions, filled with objects of specifica- 
tion (4 , d2 , d3 ,..., d,). A tableau will be called odd or even if (p + r)/2 is 
odd or even where p = ~~=r di and r is the rank of the partition. 
The combinatorial theorem which corresponds to the identity is that the 
difference between the numbers of even and odd self-conjugate tableaux 
filled with objects of specification (dl , d, , d3 ,..., d,) is equal to the 
difference between the number of even and odd graphs with n + 1 nodes 
in which node i has degree d,(l < i ,( n) and the degree of the n + Ith 
node is unspecified. 
The set of graphs corresponds to a set of tableaux of shape 01 which 
contain dj i’s 1 < i < n and any number of co’s where “co” is the label 
of the root node and is greater than n. Consider an “adding” operation 
between members of this set which adds an co to two opposite positions 
of a tableau of shape 01. It will add co to the end of row s and column S. 
This will be called “adding to the hook s.” When this operation is possible 
it has the effect of changing the corresponding graph from one whose root 
has degree d to another graph whose root has degree d + 2. This operation 
increases the number of edges by one. 
The inverse operation, called “subtracting,” is possible if and only if 
two opposite positions contain co. Both the adding and the subtracting 
operations have the effect of changing the parity of the graph. 
Clearly a tableau cannot be both added to and subtracted from at the 
same hook. The tableaux in the set can, with certain exceptions to be 
noted later, be put in one-one correspondence by an operation which finds 
the first hook working from the North West corner which can either be 
added to or subtracted from, and then performs the addition or 
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FIG. 5. An example of the correspondence between odd and even ‘X tableaux and 
its exceptions. 
subtraction. This operation is clearly an involution. The only tableau to 
which this operation is not applicable is one in which each column below 
the diagonal contains an co at its end and each row above the diagonal 
does not contain an co at its end. If these co’s are removed from the 
tableau of shape a a self-conjugate tableau remains filled with objects of 
specification (dI , d, , d3 ,..., d,). The graphs corresponding to these excep- 
tional tableaux have (p + r)/2 edges and so odd self-conjugate tableaux 
correspond to odd graphs and even tableaux correspond to even graphs. 
Except for the graphs produced from self-conjugate tableaux there is a 
one-one correspondence under the adding/subtracting operation between 
odd and even graphs. Therefore the difference between the number of odd 
and even graphs is equal to the difference between the number of odd and 
even self-conjugate tableaux. An example of this correspondence is given 
in Figure 5 for the case dl = 2, dz = 2, d3 = 1, and d, = 1. 
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